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This is a one-of-a-kind book on the intellectual history of migration law. This book focused on the creation of

migration law as a separate branch of the law, and the interactions between migration law and international law,

family law, constitutional law, criminal law and the idea of the rule of law.

Histories of migration policy are common, but an intellectual history of migration law has not been written yet. The intellectual

history of migration law is hidden, partly because of the secondary nature of migration policy (itself a function of demographic,

economic or foreign policy), and partly because of migration law’s unsteady position between international law and administrative

law. This book describes the intellectual history of migration law partly through scholarly interventions in migration law and policy

and partly through policy innovation created by administrative officials during the last two centuries. Immigration law was born

from creating limits to large-scale, mostly open migration during the last decades of the nineteenth century. It was created against a

backdrop of free movement based on the natural law tradition, which has survived as a countercurrent ever since.
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